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The cylinder reimagined



Imagine a cylinder that 
saves time, enhances quality 
and improves sustainability 
by reducing welding gas 
consumption. 

 Leak detection
Although you may not hear or see them,  
leaks waste gas and affect the weld quality.  
The Integra® e2 cylinder incorporates a leak test  
at the touch of a button ensuring you don’t  
waste even the smallest amount of gas.

 Flow control
With a built-in regulator, quick-connect gas  
outlet and a pre-set Integra® Flow-Optimiser (IFO),  
set-up time is eliminated. Simply select your IFO 
to deliver the required flowrate to prevent excessive 
gas being wasted. 

 Surge protection
Thanks to a unique valve that reduces pre-weld  
surge, you can be confident that the Integra® e2  
cylinder will help save gas and ensure you weld  
with a consistent flow.

 Flow consistency
The Integra® e2 cylinder and IFO ensure flow 
is consistent through the life of the cylinder  
saving you even more gas. With a traditional  
cylinder and regulator, flowrates increase as  
cylinder pressure decreases. 

 Information

An electronic built-in contents indicator and  
low-level alarm informs you of the level of gas  
remaining - whether the cylinder is in use or not.

 Connectivity
Use our free app to check:
• gas type
• leak-test status
• gas contents
• consumption history
• remaining arc time
Plus access to safety & technical information  
and easy reordering. 
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Protective Valve Guard
The ergonomic valve guard 
incorporates a rolling-knob and 
collar to make it easier to move 
the cylinder and place it onto 
your welding machine.

Leak detection
One-touch is all it takes to  
test your welding machine 
and hoses for leaks.

Electronic  
Contents Indicator
Quickly see how much  
gas remains, even when  
the cylinder is not in use.

The Integra® e2 cylinder is shorter, lighter, more  
stable and easier to handle than traditional cylinders. 
Compatible with all welding equipment, the cylinder  
is particularly well suited for use with the latest  
generation of compact welding machines.

Meet the



Valve with pre-weld 
surge protection
Ensure consistent weld  
quality from start to finish 
with no wastage from  
pre-weld surge.

Power Arm
Simply move from the off (‘O’)  
position to the ‘eco’ position to  
start - this ensures optimised gas  
usage. Use the + settings to boost  
gas flow to deal with extreme  
working conditions.

Connectivity
Through the free Air Products  
Integra® e2 cylinder app.

Integra® Flow-Optimiser (IFO)
A pre-set Integra® Flow-Optimiser (IFO)  
with quick-connect gas outlet ensures  
set-up time is eliminated and the correct  
gas flowrate is assured.
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